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The Bookshelf Here are some books about jeeps. Some of them may in other languages than English. Some
books will be listed with just some written information. I have graded most books on 2 subjects: A nice book
with lots of pics, but full with mis-information. Not suitable to use as a reference for a resto, just for fun. Very
rare in Europe, almost impossible to find in the US. Part 2 of the book above. VEP jeeps, Willys vs. Ford,
locations of "F" marks, equipment, tools, trailers, M etc. A true must-have for the restorer! Relatively rare this
is a "civilianised" military workshop manual. A new reprint of 3 manuals in one volume. Reprint of the
original military issue manual. Richards, Brooklands Books Ltd. WW2 jeep military portfolio compiled by T.
Same comment and rating as above. Very nice book on the history of jeeps, featuring some very nice pics
from the prototypes till modern types. Theme book from a serie. Sadee, Boom Ruygrok This book is intended
for modellers and as such is filled with detailed pics in full color of WWII jeeps.
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Buy WW2 Jeep Military Portfolio Military (Brooklyns Military Vehicles) by R.M. Clarke, calendrierdelascience.comds
(ISBN: ) from Amazon's Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Rating Scale - Just to explain how I placed a value star rating on each of these publications. The stars reflect
the information value they contributed to the restoration of my Ford GPW jeeps and Bantam T-3 trailer. If I
had to thin-down my libary, the lowest star rated ones would go first. A "Must Have" book! This book has
accurately captured and tells the history and evolution of the Ford and Willys jeeps, WITH the addition of
current, real-world advice on how to acquire, restore and care for a year plus antique vehicle. Written with an
eye on making good investment decisions as well as the romantic historical elements of owning and caring for
a historical icon which the WWII jeep has become. This is the "must buy" first book for new jeep hobbiest to
start with, hands down! Army technical manuals for the WW2 Jeep. Covers everything from how to lubricate
it correctly to how to blow it up to keep the enemy from capturing it! A must have parts breakdown list of
every assembly and subassembly of the WW2 jeep, down to the specifications for the correct nuts and bolts
you need to buy at the hardware store. A great education on what differences are between Willys and Ford
jeeps. Tons of details and great illustrations. All-American Wonder, Volume 2 by Ray Cowdery, , pages, A
must have and suggested second book purchase for anyone considering restoring a WW2 jeep. More great
information in the same format as the first book. Lots of interesting history and period photographs.
Essentially everything one needs to know to restore and maintain the Bantam T Massive pictorial study of the
war time jeep. Jeep Service and Repair Handbook - by Clymer Publications, , pages, A suggested purchase if
it can be found used, an excellent reworking of the U. Army technical manuals in civilian terminology.
Pictures and illustrations are right out of TM but military jargon is replaced with easy to understand English.
Interesting period illustrations and photographs but modern photographs usually of poorly restored,
mis-matched parts jeeps. Excellent collection of authentic photographs of jeeps in action and well worth the
cost. Jeep Jeep Jeep No. Lots of unique period photographs and illustrations of jeeps in various roles such as
field ambulance, radio jeep, mounted weapons and winter use. A very interesting read and well worth the cost.
Great details as to what the judges look for in a "factory class" restoration in Military Vehicle Preservation
Association competitions. An evolving work so it contains a few omissions and errors but worth the effort to
acquire. Sometimes useful to the mechanic in further clarifying a difficult procedure. WW2 Jeep Military
Portfolio , by Brooklands Books, pages, A suggested reading containing several dozen articles from motor
industry publications from s to the s. Great photographs and illustrations and an interesting historical
perspective. The Military Jeep, by Lawrence Nabholtz, , 88 pages, A suggested reading for anybody who is
interested in knowing the production evolution of the Willys and Ford jeep. Excellent period photographs and
lots of details but known to contain inaccuracies and would not base restoration decisions on contents without
further research. Ample drawings and diagrams for the restorer interested in correctly mounting a Signal
Corps radio in their jeep. A great resource for Willys trailer restoration. Army technical manual TM but with
different illustrations and text. Allows the mechanic to compare instructions for further clarification of a
procedure to be performed. Military Maintenance, by Robert V. Focuses mostly on field modifications and
tips submitted by motorpool G. A highly recommended purchase for anybody needing step-by-step procedures
including photographs on any rebuild subject common to WWII and early CJ series jeeps. This book is
especially helpful to those WWII jeep owners who have later model drivetrain components like gear-driven
engines. Subjects like "clocking" the oil pump on an L-head engine are covered in great detail. While a very
interesting read, the contents are focused more on serious off-road use of later model Jeeps and not applicable
to a collector WWII jeep that spends its time on dry pavement and in a garage waiting for the next parade.
Great exploded drawings of trailer subassemblies not found in other manuals. Also contains a lot of detail on
the bureaucracy and red-tape encountered in the WWII ordnance corps. Notman, , Multimedia based tutorial
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on the assembly of a jeep transmission from all new internal parts. Excellent quality pictures for use as a
restoration reference. The printed version is much more usable than the multimedia version and I found it very
useful as a first-level learning tool for rebuilding my own T I would highly recommend this book to a beginner
mechanic as a basic guide to fill the gap like a "T for Dummies" type book but suggest further reading and
finding an experienced transmission rebuilder via G
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Military Enter your mobile number or email address below and we'll send you a link to download the free Kindle App.
Then you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer - no Kindle device required.

Chapter 4 : Complete WW2 Military Jeep Manual
1 product rating - Ww2 Jeep Military Portfolio: Military 1 product rating - WW2 Jeep Military Portfolio, WW2 Allied
Vehicles Military Portfolio.

Chapter 5 : ww2 jeep | eBay
WW2 Jeep Military Portfolio Updated reprint in Brooklands fine tradition. Traces the evolution of the WWII Willys MB and
Ford GPW jeeps, including driving impressions, service data, history, and a report on the Seep amphibian.
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See more like this WW2 Jeep Military Portfolio Military (Brooklyns Military Vehicles) by Free returns WW2 Allied
Vehicles Military Portfolio R M Clarke.

Chapter 7 : DarrylD's WWII Army Jeep Project Journal - Reference Library List
Midwest Jeep Willys specializes in parts for Jeeps, Willys and Willys Kaiser Jeeps from We also have a large selection
of parts for the newest Jeep models. Jeep parts for Wrangler, Cherokee & Grand Cherokee.
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WW2 Jeep Military Portfolio. SKU: Review 81 Willy the Jeep Goes Home Army Times April 9 and use of Dodge military
vehicles during WW2 including.
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The CarTech WW2 Jeep Military Portfolio traces the evolution of the Jeep MB and GPW during WW2. This includes the
driving impressions, service data, history and a report on the Seep amphibian. Product Details.
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